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Abstract
This paper was originally entitled ‘Anger, Atonement and Grace: an Emerging Sense of Identity in Adolescence.’ I should have known I’d never get away with it. ‘What are ya?’ a chorus of adolescent voices clamour, ‘Get a life!’ And skateboards in hand, they head for the door. So what I am offering instead is, according to the New Shorter Oxford dictionary, ‘Mus. additional notes (often printed smaller than the others) introduced as an embellishment not essential to the harmony or melody of the piece.’

Full Text:

Click to enter the grace note where desired. Alternatively, double-click the Grace Note Tool (so no other tools in the Simple Entry Palette are selected) and click an existing note to change it to a grace note. by typing-in with the Simple Entry Caret. Enter as a normal note. See Using your computer keyboard to enter music. Press ALT+G to change the note you just entered to a grace note. You can also choose the Grace Note Tool (CTRL+G) and then enter the note as you would normally.